
 
 
  

WIL bestowed with Performance Award for “Best Equipment 
(Centrifugal machines) Supply Partner” 

Mudhol, Karnataka,India, February 2014:  As India’s pioneer in designing and 
manufacturing of centrifugal machines  for the sugar industry as well as in the 
commissioning of  complete sugar projects on turnkey basis, WIL  has once again 
consolidated its position in the market by getting the Performance Award for “Best 
Equipment (Centrifugal machines) Supply Partner” by M/s. Nirani  Sugars, 
Karnataka.  

The award was presented by Mr.  Murugesh Nirani,  CMD of Nirani Group on 
account of WIL’s timely execution of their order, desired performance of the WIL 
manufactured  machines and prompt after sales service.   

WIL has supplied four continuous type centrifugal machines of 1500 mm basket 
diameter   to Nirani Sugars, which played a crucial role in achieving the desired 
crushing capacity of 15000 TCD. The supply, supervision of erection and 
commissioning was completed well within scheduled time with the machines 
performing at desired performance levels.   

Nirani  Sugars Ltd is a part of Nirani Group which consist of Nirani Automobile 
Industries Ltd., Nirani Cements Ltd., & Bilgi Sugars Ltd . Mr. Murgesh Nirani is  Ex. 
MLA of Bilgi (Bagalkote) and  Ex Minister of Heavy Industries in Government of 
Karnataka. 



 
 

 

About Walchandnagar Industries Limited 

Walchandnagar Industries Limited (WIL) is an ISO 9001: 2008 certified Indian 
company offering an entire spectrum of services in the Design, Engineering, 
Manufacturing, Procurement and Erection of plants and machinery for the sugar, 
boiler, cement, mining & metals industry; Hi tech manufacturing of critical 
components for nuclear, defence, aerospace and missile sectors; Engineering 
products like precision instruments, heavy duty gearboxes and castings for industrial 
applications. 

With more than 100 years of Engineering Excellence legacy, WIL has established its 
name as one of the best in its operational areas. WIL is known for pioneering 
achievements in Indian engineering industry and for its contribution to nation building 
activities. WIL is a listed company on the BSE and NSE stock exchanges in India. 

For further information, log onto the Walchandnagar Industries website: 
www.walchand.com 

 

 


